The NEN "Universe"
Our Gov Partners...
Our NGO Partners

- San Francisco Association of Realtors
- The Salvation Army
- Rebuilding Together San Francisco
- Walter & Elise Haas Fund
- CYC
- CORO
- CARD
- American Red Cross
- San Francisco Interfaith Council
Our Private Sector Partners…

Nextdoor
Neighborland
APPALLICIOUS
at&t
Pacific Gas and Electric Company
R
Recology
Sterling Bank & Trust
Microsoft
crowdbrite
Academic Institutions

San Francisco State University

UCSF

University of California
San Francisco

Urban RISK Lab

MIT School of Architecture and Planning

HARVARD Kennedy School

John F. Kennedy School of Government

MASSEY UNIVERSITY
Te Kunenga ki Pūrehu
University of New Zealand

HASSO PLATTNER
Institute of Design at Stanford
Welcome to the Bayview.
Our Approach

We plan

- Scalable / Duplicable / Sustainable

Offer real value to stakeholder organizations, from all sectors at all levels.

Drive ownership at the neighborhood level, scalable with Adaptable, not for them through all levels.
2015: 8 Block Parties
2016: 11 Block Parties
2017: 35 Block Parties

“Empowering my block to be its best”
Site Activation Strategy
Post-Event

Civic & Community Networks
Service Networks
Social Networks
Habitat
Individual
Connection
Capacity
Resources
Block Support Center
Shelter in Place
Neighborhood Support Operation Center
Neighborhood Emergency Operation Center

HUB Post Event

NEOC - Neighborhood Emergency Operation Center
SP - Service Provider
CCC - Care & Coordination Center
Resilience Action Plan Annual Management Cycle

- Set Goals & Objectives
- Invest in: Connection Capacity Resources
- Resilience Council (ICS)
- Assess/Inventory
- Exercise
- Stakeholders
- Risk Hazard Assessment
It begins with 8 Neighborhoods…
We know where it will happen... We know who will be impacted... We know who will be the “first responders”... So let's get to work!